We prove that if T is a tournament on n vertices and x; y are distinct vertices of T with the property that T remains 2-connected if we delete the arc between x and y, then there exist disjoint 3-cycles C x ; C y such that x 2 V (C x ) and y 2 V (C y ). This is best possible in terms of the connectivity assumption. Using this we prove that under the same assumptions T also contains complementary cycles C 0 x ; C 0 y (i.e. V (C 0 x ) V (C 0 y ) = V (T) and V (C 0 x )\V (C 0 y ) = ;) such that x 2 V (C 0 x ) and y 2 V (C 0 y ) for every choice of distinct vertices x; y 2 V (T). Again this is best possible in terms of the connectivity assumption. It is a trivial consequence of our result that one can decide in polynomial time whether a given tournament T with special vertices x; y contains disjoint cycles C x ; C y as above. This problem is NP-complete for general digraphs and furthermore there is no degree of strong connectivity which su ces to guarantee such cycles in a general digraph.
Introduction
Thomassen made the following conjecture (see 7] ). Conjecture 1.1 For all natural numbers r; s there exists a natural number f(r; s) such that all but a nite number of tournaments which are f(r; s)-connected can be partitioned into an r-connected tournament and an s-connected tournament.
So far this conjecture has only been veri ed in a few cases 7, 9] . It follows from 9, Proposition 2.1] that f(1; k) k + 4 for all natural numbers k. The case r = s = 1 was solved by Reid 7] who proved that except for one tournament on 7 vertices, every 2-connected tournament on n vertices can be partitioned into two strong tournaments, Dept. of Math. and Compt. Sci., Odense University, DK-5230, Odense, Denmark y Lehrstuhl C f ur Mathematik, RWTH Aachen, 52062 Aachen, Germany. This research was conducted while the author was visiting Odense University whose nancial support is gratefully acknowledged.
z Dept. of Math. and Compt. Sci., Odense University, DK-5230, Odense, Denmark 1 one on 3 vertices and one on n ? 3 vertices. Since it is easy to give in nite families of non 2-connected tournaments that cannot be partitioned into two strong tournaments, it follows that f(1; 1) = 2. Later Reid's result was generalized by Song 8] who proved that with the same exception, every 2-connected tournament contains complementary cycles of all lenghts k; n ? k for k = 3; : : : ; n ? 3. Similar results have been obtained for bipartite tournaments (orientations of complete bipartite graphs) which are regular (every vertex has in-degree and out-degree k for some k) 11, 12] . Here it was shown among other things that except for one regular bipartite tournament on 8 vertices, every regular bipartite tournament B on n vertices has the property that if we x distinct vertices x and y in B, then B has a cycle C of length 4 containing x and a cycle of length n ? 4 disjoint from C and containing y.
In this paper we consider the rst case of the following extension of Conjecture 1. is well-known that the 2-path problem is NP-complete 5] and hence, by our arguments above, it is NP-complete to decide if a given digraph has disjoint cycles C x ; C y when x and y are speci ed in advance. Thomassen 10] gave an example to show that there is no degree of strong connectivity that su ces to guarantee that a digraph D with speci ed vertices x; y; u; v has disjoint (x; y)?; (u; v)?paths. It is not di cult to see that this implies a similar result for disjoint cycles through speci ed vertices, since the connectivity of D 0 above is at most 4 smaller than that of D.
For tournaments it is trivial that 4-connectivity su ces to guarantee disjoint cycles C x ; C y , since every vertex of a strong tournament is on a 3-cycle. In section 3 we improve 2 this to 3-connected which is best possible and give a su cient condition for a 2-connected tournament to contain disjoint cycles C x ; C y . Using this result we show in section 4 that except for eight tournaments on 7 vertices, every tournament T with special vertices x; y such that T minus the arc between x and y is 2-connected has a pair of complementary cycles C x ; C y such that x 2 C x ; y 2 C y . We also give an in nite family of 2-connected tournaments without such cycles. This implies that g(1; 1) = 3. The 2-path problem for tournaments was considered in 1, 2, 3, 9].
Terminology and notation
We shall assume that the reader is familiar with the standard terminology on graphs and digraphs and refer the reader to 4].
By a cycle and a path we mean a directed simple cycle and path, respectively. Let D be a digraph. 3 Disjoint cycles containing speci ed vertices Theorem 3.1 Let T be a tournament with speci ed distinct vertices x and y such that x!y. If T ? fx!yg is 2-connected, then T contains disjoint 3-cycles C x ; C y such that x 2 V (C x ) and y 2 V (C y ) unless T is isomorphic to one of the 5 tournaments on 6 vertices in Figure 1 . Case 2: y!u and y!v. In this case jAj 2 because y has at least two in-neighbours in T ? fx!yg. If A)u, then v!a for some a 2 A and T(B fu; xg) must contain a (u; x)-path and thus T ? fy; v; ag contains a 3-cycle through x, by Theorem 2.1. Hence we can assume that u has an arc to A and by a similar argument we can assume that x has an arc to A (considering an (x; v)-path avoiding u).
Suppose rst that B 6 = ;. If x)B, then b!v, for some b 2 B and then we have cycles of the form y!u!a!y and x!b!v!x, where a is an out-neighbour of u in A.
Hence we can assume that b 0 !x for some b 0 2 B. If there exist distinct a; a 0 2 A such that u!a; x!a 0 , then y!u!a!y and x!a 0 !b 0 !x are the desired cycles. Otherwise, it follows from the 2-connectivity of T ? fx!yg that there exist distinct a; a 2 A such that x!a; v!a . Now x!a!b 0 !x and y!v!a !y are the desired cycles.
Suppose now that B = ;. Then each of x; u; v have an out-neighbour in A. If there exist distinct a; a 0 2 A such that x!a; u!a 0 , then either T ? fy; u; a 0 g has a cycle containing x (in which case we are done by Theorem 2.1), or we can transform this case to case 1 or case 2 by replacing y by x and v by a 0 and observe that the corresponding sets A 0 ; B 0 are both non-empty. Hence we may assume that there exist an a 2 A such that x; u!a and (A ? a))fu; xg. Thus there exist a 2 A ? a such that v!a . If a has an out-neighbour a 00 6 = a in A, then x!a!a 00 !x and y!v!a !y are the desired cycles. Now the fact that T ? fx!yg is 2-connected implies that A = fa; a g and jTj = 6. It is easy to see that T is isomorphic to the tournament in Figure 1 we can nd another 3-cycle containing x with respect to which we are in Case 2. In the remaining case we get one of the four tournaments in Figure 1 (b) . It is not di cult to check that none of these tournaments have disjoint 3-cycles C x ; C y . This completes the proof of the theorem. .
An obvious necessary condition for a tournament T to have disjoint 3-cycles C x ; C y is that for every u 2 V (T) ? fx; yg, either x or y is on a cycle in T ? u. This condition is not su cient and neither is the stronger condition that T ? u has a cycle through x and a cycle through yi (not even if we require that jV (T)j is large). This can be seen by studying the in nite class of tournaments which can be obtained from the tournament in Figure 1 (a), by adding a new set of vertices B and let a; a ; y; x and v dominate all vertices of B and let the edges beween u and vertices in B be arbitrary.
Complementary cycles containing prescribed vertices
The following lemma is an easy consequence of Theorem 2.1. . Note that 2-connectivity and su ciently many vertices is not su cient to ensure that a tournament contains complementary cycles C x ; C y such that x 2 C x ; y 2 C y . This can be seen from the in nite class of tournaments depicted in Figure 2 . We leave the details to the reader. Proof: By Theorem 3.1, we may assume that jV (T)j 7 and there exists vertex disjoint cycles, C x and C y , such that x 2 C x and y 2 C y . Assume that C x and C y are chosen such that jV (C x ) V (C y )j is as large as possible. If V (C x ) V (C y ) = V (T) we are done, so assume that this is not the case and let R = V (T) ? (V (C x ) V (C y )). If there is some vertex r 2 R with V (C x )6 )r and r6 )V (C x ) then r can be inserted on the cycle C x , which is a contradiction. Using an analogous argument for C y we obtain that for all r 2 R either r)V (C x ) or V (C x ))r and either r)V (C y ) or V (C y ))r. If there is some r 2 R with r)V (C x ) V (C y ) then let P be a path from V (C x ) V (C y ) to r, and note that we can insert this path into one of the cycles V (C x ) or V (C y ). Therefore for all r 2 R either V (C x ))r)V (C y ) or V (C y ))r)V (C x ). If there exists two vertices fr 1 ; r 2 g R such that V (C x ))r 1 )V (C y ))r 2 )V (C x ) then no matter which direction the arc between r 1 and r 2 has, we can increase the size of V (C y ) or V (C y ) by two. Therefore without loss of generality we will assume that all vertices r 2 R have the property that V (C x ))r)V (C y )
We rst prove the following three statements: T 0 hV (C x ) ? ui. Let r 2 R be arbitrary and note that the arc u!r can be inserted into the cycle C y , thus contradicting the maximality of jV (C x ) V (C y )j. This proves the rst part of (i) and the second part can be proved analogously.
(ii): x6 )V (C y ) and either x is not separating in C x or there exists a vertex z 2 V (C x ) ? x such that z!x)(V (C x ) ? fz; xg))z and z6 )C y . Let S 0 denote the set of separating vertices in T 0 hC x i. Let C y be a spanning cycle in T 0 hV (C y ) ? yi and let r 2 R be arbitrary. Now V (C y ) V (C x ) ? z induce a strong tournament and y!z!r!z is a cycle, contradicting the maximality of jV (C x ) V (C y )j.
If z!y then let C 00 y be a spanning cycle in T 0 hV (C y ) ? yi. By (ii) and (iii), (V (C x )? fx; zg)6 )y and x6 )V (C 00 y ). Let p 1 p 2 : : : p l be a spanning path in T 0 hV (C x ) ? fx; zgi, with y!p 1 . Let r 2 R be arbitrary and note that the arc xr can be inserted in C 00 y and that yp 1 p 2 : : : p l zy is a cycle. These cycles contradict the maximality of jV (C x ) V (C y )j. x is not separating in T 0 hC x i and y is separating in T 0 hC y i: This is analogous to the previous case.
x is separating in T 0 hC x i, y is separating in T 0 hC y i and either C x or C y is not a 3-cycle: Let Now we note that x can be inserted into the cycle C 0 y as x!v and a!x. Let the resulting cycle be denoted by C 00
x . Let C 00 y = ywp 1 p 2 : : : p l ry and note that C 00 x and C 00 y contradict the maximality of jV (C x ) V (C y )j. C x and C y are both 3-cycles: Let C x = x 1 x 2 x 3 x 1 with x = x 1 and C y = y 1 y 2 y 3 y 1 with y = y 1 . Since T 0 is 2-connected, every vertex on C x has at least one in-neighbour in C y and every vertex on C y has at least one out-neighbour in C x .
Suppose that jRj 2 and r 1 ; r 2 are two vertices in R. If y 3 ! x 1 , then y 2 y 3 x 1 r 1 y 2 is a 4-cycle and r 2 y 1 with an out-neighbour of y 1 in fx 2 ; x 3 g form a 3-cycle. Hence, x 1 ! y 3 . Similarly, we can show that x 2 ! y 1 . It follows from the connectivity of T 0 that y 2 ! x 1 and y 1 ! x 3 . But now, y 2 x 1 x 2 r 1 y 2 is a 4-cycle and y 1 x 3 r 2 y 1 is a 3-cycle, contradicting the maximality of jV (C x ) V (C y )j. Therefore, jRj = 1. This means that T 0 has exactly 7 vertices. Now, it is tedious, but not di cult to check that T is isomorphic to one of the tournaments T 1 ; T 2 ; T 3 ; T 4 in Figure 3 and x; y are the vertices as indicated in the gure. Note that we have not speci ed the orientation of the edge between x and y, since it has no e ect on the conclusion. .
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